Activities
in acoustics
Approaching high-speed railway vehicle acoustics as a corporate multi-domain
task. Increasing the attractiveness and society's acceptance of rai! transport is
defined as an important aspect within the overarching aims ofthe Next Generation
Train (NGT). Due to their impact on passengers and residents , external noise
emissions and internal structure-borne and airborne sound transmission, are
fundamentally undesirable properties of rai! vehicles. An ambitious project such
as the NGT must thus place increased emphasis on the avoidance and reduction
of noise and vibrations. Furthermore, from an economic perspective it appears
attractive to counter acoustic issues as close to the source as possible and not
to rely on infrastructural noise reduction measures [1}.
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Noise emission fram rai! vehicles is a heterogeneous problem, as a large number
of individual sources, such as aeroacoustics, rol ling noise. motor, brakes, etc., can
be identifi ed [2] . Acousti c consi derations
were therefore taken into account in decisions as early as the creation of the NGT
vehicle concept. The aeroacoustic disadvantages of pantographs thus formed one
of many arguments favouring an alternative,
contact-free system of energy transmission
(cf. RTR Special - NGT: The NGT propulsion
concept). When creating the ru nning gear
a design wa s chosen that is in particular
capable of steering the whee l pair in curve
motion [cf. RTR Special - NGT: Running
dynamics concept with mechatronic guidance) in order to minimise the risk of curve
squeal, prima rily re levant in residential areas near stations.
However, this vehicle concept also creates
conflicts of interest, i. e. mainly due to the
fact that the NGT is a high-speed train. As
an illustration, Figure 1 shows the influence
of different speed-dependent noise factors .
The aeroacoustical ly induced noise sources
increase with approximately the sixth power
of train ve locity. The optimisation of aeroacoustic characteristics is therefore an
important factor during the development of
the NGT.

Consequently, this article begins with a
representation of different aeroacoustic
experiments on high-speed t rains both outdoors and in wind tunnels as weil as the
development of measurement technology
necessary to this end. This is fo llowed by
an example of the design of active systems to reduce the transmiss ion of internal aeroacoustica lly induced noise . The
final part introd uces a calculation model
for early consideration of acoustic aspects
during the development of the ru nning
gears.
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1 Development of a Li ne Array
for Drive-by test of tra ins
In the first step of the investigations, a
line array comprising 20 microphones was

developed

to

separate

aeroacoustically

induced naise, which is created by airflow
around the vehicle, and wheel/railinteraction naise, which is created by the interac-

tion 01 the bogies and the track. This array
was implemented during a measurement

campaign on a Spanish high-speed tra in.
The measurements also provide an important foundation for testing routines develFigure 2:
The Talgo 350 passes
the fine microphone
array.

oped on the basis 01 the delay and sum
beamlorming algorithm with real data .
This design with a horizontal array allows
SQurce separation in a horizontal direc-

tion. Figure 2 shows a photo 01 the design
and Figure 3 gives an overview of the loeal
strength of the sound sources that appear

on the Talgo 350 at a speed 01 200 km/ho
The sound pressure level is co lour-coded

in dB. The study has shown that at high-

o

speed, frequencies trom 5 kHz are dominated by aerodynamic naise sourees.
In order to increase the spatial resolution
along the train a new type of microphone
array was developed. This comprises a line
array in combination with a two-dimensional

elliptic acoustic mirror 13J. This design was
successlully tested on a high-speed train
track in Germany (see Figure 4), wh ich is
used by different types of Inter City Express
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(ICE) and other passenger trains.
It was possib le to improve the quality of the
results. The source separation works successful using the properties of the elliptic
mirror along the x-axis and in the beam-

lorming methods along the y-axis. The combination of both techniques allows a threedimensional reconstruction of the source
distribution. Individual wheel sets and
aeroacoustic noise in the roof area caused
by roof structures can be localised in the

source maps (Figure 5).

Figure 3: Talgo 350 source map, The sound pressure level is colour-coded in dB. The highest
levels are in red.

2 Aeroacou stic wind tunne l
investigations on train models
using microph one array
measureme nt tec hnology
In the past, numerous aeroacoustic investigations have been conducted on aeropla nes

and their components. These provide knowledge concerning noise source, source volurne and possibly the source mechanism.
The results represent the basis for noise
prediction software tools. Acoustic measurement technology familiar fram aeronautics

was used to develop a quiet NGT.

Rgure 4: Test
configuration on the
track and laboratory
configuration with an
array comprising a Jine
array and an elliptlc
acoustic mirror
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Relatively weak noise sources can gener·
ally be expected on a train, which means
higher requirements for the measurement
technology.
The investigations began with a microphone
array of 48 microphones and an aperture of
1 x 2 metres. However, the first measure·
ments in the l -metre wind tunnel demon·
strated that the combination of the small
number of microphones and the loud wind
tun nel made it almost impossible to clearly
localise the train's noise sources. A larger
number of microphones is necessary in
order to increase the signal to noise ratio
and expand the spectral bandwidth. It is
a characteristic of microphone arrays that
the response to a monopole point source
is convoluted witha so-called point spread
function (PSF); in addition to a main maximum , a number of side lobes appear in the
evaluation plane. Figure 6 provides an ex·
ample of how the array response can look
on a monopole source. The main to side
lobe relation determines the maximum
dynamic that can be achieved with the mi·
crophone array. The quieter the sources of
the train model in comparison to disturlr
ing background noise are, the larger the
dynamic range of the array must be. Otherwise the source is indistinguishable from
the background noise. The shape of the
PSF depends on the frequency and on the
microphone layout. A layout optimisation
routine was developed in order to improve
the dynamic over a wide frequency range.
A monopole source in front of the array
was simulated. A Gauss distribution was
used as the target function. A minimum
of deviation between the simulated PSF
and the Gauss distribution can be itera·
tively determined by successively adjusting
each individual microphone position . After
a sufficient number of iteration steps one
achieves a microphone layout with an opti·
mised dynamic range.
In the course of further developments the
array was expanded to 143 microphones.
Figure 7 shows the microphone array with
the optimised three-dimensional microphone layout in the measurement section
of the aeroacoustic wind tunnel. The train
model can be recognised in the foreground
of the measurement section. It is mounted
on a ground board, which is designed to
peel the boundary layer of the wind tunnel.
This experiment is described in detail in (4].
With this design , the sound passes along
the wind tunnel shear layer from the source
to the array microphones. Within the flow,
the sound is convected and finally refracted
on the shear layer. This leads to phase and
amplitude distortions, wh ich must be taken
into account using suitable corrections to
the shear layer, as otherwise the position
and volume of the source cannot be determined correctly. There is also a 1055 of quality in the measurement results [5]. A correetion according to Amiet [6), which takes the
influence of the shear layer into account,
was included in the evaluation routine .
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Figure 5: ICE 3 source maps for two selected third-octave bands at a speed of U = 200 km/ho
The sound pressure level is colour-coded in dB.

The preeision of the mierophone position·
ing emerged as another eriterion affeeting
the quality of the results. The more accurate the individual microphones positions
are known to be, the higher the maximum
achievable dynamies. The higher the observed frequencies , the more accurate the
individual microphone positions must be
known to be; otherwise there will be inaccuracies between the phase relationships
of the microphone signals. As the measurements are eonducted on scaled-down
models (in the present investigation mod·
eis on a scale of 1:25 were used) it can
be assumed that the observed frequency
range will move to higher frequencies. As·

suming a linear scaling of frequencies with
the scale of the model, then frequeneies
far into the inaudible range of up to 50 kHz
can be expected. This frequency range re·
quires a positional accuraey in the range
of a few 1/ 10 mm, which, for example, is
praetieally impossible to measure using
a measuring tape. Therefore a process of
ealibration was developed that can deter·
mine the position of microphones within
the necessary range of aceuracy [7 and
8]. In principle, this process functions in a
very similar way to the Global Positioning
System (GPS); in this process, optical path
differences to several satellites are used
to triangulate the position. For the ease of
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Rgure 6: Array
response to a point
source: the point
spread function
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Figure 8: Phase calibration of the microphone array: on the feft is the
board with the 8 naise sources and the reference microphone; on the
right are the array microphones.

Rgure 7: Train model mounted on a ground board in the AWB
measurement section, Braunschweig. In the background is the
microphone array, positioned out of the flow.

phase calibration. a ca libration device was
developed eonsisting of a board in wh ich 8
unipolar-like noise sources are integrated .
These are arranged in a eirele and consecutively emit white noise. There is also a refe rence microphone in the centre of the eirele .
Using corre lation analysis, the 8 distances
between the sources and the select ed ar-

ray mierophone ean be determined. The
position of the array mierophone can be
ealeulated to a high level of aeeuraey (8x
< 0.5 mm) using a triangu lation algorithm .
Figure 8 shows the ealibration deviee in
practical use in the measurement seetion
within the aeroaeoustie wind tunnel. The
measurements on an ICE 3 model with a
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Figure 9: fCE source maps at l)oc=40m/s. Above. resufts gillen by standard beamforming. Befow.
the resuft of the same measurement using CLEAN_SC
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seale of 1:25 provide insights into trains'
noise sourees.
Figure 6, above, shows the source map for
a flow ve locity of Uoo = 40 m/s. The souree
strength is eolour-eoded in dB. It illustrates
that spatial resolution must be improved at
low frequeneies in particu lar. Furthermore, in
the test configuration used, acoustie reflections occur that appear in the form of mirrar sourees in the source maps. A so-called
deeonvolution algorithm was therefore used ,
which detects eoherent eontributions in the
souree maps and removes them fram the result (CLEAN_SC [9]); the result is illustrated
in Figure 6 below. Coherent contributions in
souree maps can be either side lobes of the
PSF or physical refleetions , such as oeeur on
the ground board. As weil as being loealised,
noise sourees ca n also be quantitatively investigated in detail in the form of speetra
calcu lated via spatial integration over predefined areas. The areas eoncerned are those
of the first bogie and the pantograph . The
areas are indicated by the boxes in Figure
10 above. The speetra i1lustrate eompletely
different dependencies on the flow velocity,
and the two source mechanisms are fu ndamentally different_
The wind tunnel experiments eonducted
to this point provide insights into sound
sources on an ICE 3 model with Reynolds
numbers of up to Re = 0.5 x 106 (based
on the width of the train). An aetual travelling train reaehes Reynolds numbers of up
to Re = 16 x 106 • As an extrapolation of the
results fram the aeroaeoustic wind tunnel
would be questionable at these high Reynolds numbers, wind tunnel investigations
on the same model at higher Reynolds numbers are neeessary. An increase can, for example, be aehieved by eooling the fluid, as
this red uces the kinematie viscosity.
By eooling it to temperatures as low as
100 K and a maximum Mach number
of Ma = 0.3, Reynolds numbers of up to
Re = 3.7 million ean be aehieved. Figure 11

Acoustics

shows the operational range for the German-Dutch Wind Tunnel' s (DNW) cryogenic
wind tunnel (DNW-KKK) at the German
Aerospace Center (DLR) in Cologne . It was
here that the following measurements were
conducted. A microphone array suitable for
these low temperatures was developed for
this purpose [10]. Figure 12 illustrates the
experimental design.
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gations. The closed measurement sectlon
compriscs soundreflecting walls, wh ich can
cause acoustic reflections. In addition, 05cillation eigenmodes can form in the wind
tunnel tubes, wh ich can seriously affect the
resu lts. Here tao, a ground board was used
to peel the tunnel boundary layer. This board
sits on a number of balts; no part of the
construction is aeroacoustically optimised
and the resulting naise affects the aHay
measurements. All this leads to resu lts with
a eomparatively low signal/noise ratio. The
foeus of the experiments was plaeed on the
aeroaeoustieally indueed noise of the first
bogie. In addition, the planned high NGT
speeds as double.-deeker train sets are already eneroaehing upon areas where measures for seeuring safe driving dynamies are
neeessary. The use of a front spoiler and its
influenee on both the aerodynamies and aeroaeousties were therefore t ested, Figure 13
shows the modification at the head of the
ICE 3. The ICE 3 serves as the primary test
rig, as the aerodynamie eoeffieients for this
model are already known from a large number of investigations.
For further investigations , considerations
were put forward to enhanee the otherwise
typiea l setup with the model mounted on a
ground board in order to improve simulation
of the flow eonditions in the wind tunnel. The
noise sourees investigated are influeneed by
the flow near ground level. Depending on the
aerodynamic length, the boundary layers that
occur on the ground board in the laboratory
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Figure 10: Focused spectra above the area of the first bogie (Ieft) and above the area of the
pantograph (right) for different flow velocities
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experiment merge with the boundary layer
underneath the tra in set to form a Poiseuillelike flow. With a travelling train set, on the
other hand, a turbulent Couette fiow, which

Figure 12: Setup inside the DNW-KKK test section: The train model is
instalfed on a rotating ground board; the microphone array is instalfed
on the wind tunnel wall.

DNW-KKK

has a different boundary layer profile, can be
observed between the underside of the train
and the ground. The second version of the
NGT has covered bogies, whose infiuence

Rgure 13: The ICE3 model equipped with a front spoifer; its influence
on both the aerodynamies and aeroacoustics were tested.
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on the aerodynamics and aeroacoustics was
investigated. Für this investigation particular

attention should be paid to the best possible simulation of f low near ground level. For

Figure 14: The setup of
the double model inside
the DNW-KKK test
section; the microphone
array is instafled on the
wind tunnel wall.
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this reason a double model configurati on
was chosen. Figure 14 shows the design in
the measurement section of the cryogenic
wind tunnel. The plane of symmet ry between
the two models represents the ground and,
therefore, there is no undesired boundary
layer on the ground. This entire design also
has a positive effect on the results of the
aeroacoustic investigations, as there can be
no acoustic reflection on the ground board
and there is no background noise caused by
the ground board and its mounting.
Figure 15 shows source maps for the front
area of the double model. The inflow velocity is Ma = 0 .3 and t he Reynolds number
Re = 0.85 x 106 (measured at t he room
temperature of T = 290 Kelvin ). Noise sourc-
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es in the bogie area can be clearly localised.
Integrated spectra far measurements at low
Reynolds numbers (Re = 0 .85 . 106 ) and
high Reynolds numbers (Re = 3.72 . 106 ) for
configurations with and without fai ring are il-
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lustrated in Figure 16. The fairing leads to a

broad reduction in noise of 2 - 3 dB, which
is particularly pronounced at high Reynolds
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numbers. At low Reynolds numbers there
are tona l components in t he spectra far the
configurati on with fairing. It is suspected
t hat the closed configuration tends to excite

the cavity modes. Thi s excitation is dependent on Reyno lds numbers and occurs more
prominently at lower Reynolds numbers. If
this tendency is followed, it can be assumed
that these disruptive tonal components are
almost impossible to excite on a real t rain.
More details can be found in [111.
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Agure 16: fntegrated
spectra. Comparison
of the setup with and
without mounted bogie
fairings, at two different
Reynolds numbers at
constant Mach number
Ma= 0_3
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the train set. The source of this noise is the

turbu lent boundary layer (TBl) caused byair
flowing around the structure of the train . Its
vortex structures, wh ich are strongly uncor-

related spatially and with regard to time,
create a broadband, stochastic excitation
of the structure on the outer surface of the
train set. This excitation is conducted to
the inner walls of the train set as structureborne noise and finally conducted to the
passengers as emitted airborne sound.
Consequently, the acoustic comfort of the
passengers is dependent upon the drastic
increase in noise generation via aerody-

namic effects at high speeds. In order to
guarantee the standard 01 comlort 01 modern high-speed trains for those of the future, new processes for avoiding or halting
sound immissions into the train set must

be lound.

Figure 17: Closed test section in the aeroacoustic wind tunnel
left: construction design; right: realization

signed and built. In Figure 17 the construction design and a picture of the realization
can be seen. The test section is a rectan-

frequencies in the control bandwidth. The final active panel mounted in the closed test
section is shown in Figure 19.

gular channel that is placed right behind the
The German Aerospace Center (DlR) has
long conducted research into active systems to red uce structural noise transmission. The use of so-called Active Structural

Acoustic Contral (ASAC) can reduce or
change the noise emission of a structure.
Sensors on the structure measure vibration
in anormal direction, which is regulated

by a control algorithm. Using a model that
describes the vibration behaviour and the
noi se emission of the structure, the control-

ler is able to ca lculate suitable contra I signals for the actuators on the structure. The
following section introduces experiments

at t he German Aeraspace Center (DlR) in
Braunschweig, which tested such an active
system on a carbon fibre reinforced plastic
(CFRP) panel under influence 01 flow.

nozzle. For vibration decoupling, the test
section is mounted on shock absorbers. The
carbon fiber reenforced plastics - CFRP panel is placed in a side wall of the test section.

The thickness of the TBl is steadily growing
in the closed test seetion to app. 41 mm at
Mach 0.17 until it reaches the panel.
The panel is made 01 CFRP and has a clearance 01 500 x 800 mm' . Figure 18 shows
the panel after the labrication process
without actuators and sensors. The four Lstringers and the aluminum frame for fast

mounting are bonded to the panel. When
mounted in the test section, the stringer
side will rad iate sound into the anechoic
chamber.
For contra I actuating and sensing the
panel is equipped with five DuraAct ~

Experimental setup

P-876.A15 piezo patch actuators (Dim:
61 x 35 x 0.8 mm 3 ) and ten PCS· 352A24

The aeroacoustic wind tunnel of DLR in
Braunschweig has an open test section. The
nozzle has a crass-section of 1.2 x 0.8 m2
and the maximum wind speed is 60 mj s

accelerometers. The actuators were bonded in vacuum to ensure excellent strain
transmission. Actuator's maximum voltage

or Mach 0.17. The test section is enclosed
by an anechoic cha mber to enable acoustic
measurements. For rea lization of TBL experiments, a closed test section has been de-

Cantral
For good control performance an accu rate

description 01 the controlled plant G, lram
actuators to sensors, must be available .
Due to inaccurate parameters, models from
finite element calculations lack precise description of vibration behavior; especially
phase response is characterized poorly.
Therefore, models for control synthesis are
generated by experimental system identification using experimental data. Here, multireference excitation is applied for system
identification : The five piezo patch actuators excite the panel structure with uncorrelated random noise simultaneously and
accelerometers record the structural responses. From these 15 time signals a sub-

space based identilication algorithm [15]
gene rates a discrete state-space model of
th e cont rolled plant. A maximum number of
90 states ensures a good accuracy of the
model.

is 1000 V. The actuator positions were calculated with an in-house ASAC pre-design
tool in order to achieve maximum noise

reduction [14]. The sensor positions are
chosen for good observability 01 all eigen-

Rgure 18: Passive
CFRP panel after
(abrieat/on

Rgure 19: CFRP panel with actuators (Al-A5)
and sensors (51-510)
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The bandwidth of the system identificat ion
and contra I is set to 500 Hz. The first eigenfrequency of the contro lled plant is located

at 122 Hz. Therelore, control authority be·
low 122 Hz is not avail ab le. Für generating
a robust control ler the so-ca ll ed Hoo contra I

algorithm [13] is used.

ured by a laser-scanning vibrometer (LSV).

locities into the extended plant is able to

By identification of an extended model of
the controlled plant which has addit ional velocity outputs, the controller is synthesized
for gl oba l vibration reduct ion.

excitat ion. II t he elfort lor generating the
extended plant is taken into account, the 10cal concept ga ins the best result. With only
ten acce lerometers the vibration reduction

is close to this 01 the global concept.

crete state-space controllers were rea lized

The reduction of radiated sound power is
shown in third-octave bands. As described
above, sound power red uction can on ly
be achieved at third-octave bands above

with a sampling I requency 01 1 kHz. Calcu-

Several control concepts were implemented and tested in experiments in the closed
test sect ion of t he ae roacoustic win d tunnel from whic h two are prese nted in t hi s

the vibration measurement with the LSV
during operation 01 t he cont roller and uses
a Irequency dependent 260 x 260 radiation
res istance matrix [12] . The wind speed during tests was set to 55 m/s (= Mach 0.16) .
In Figure 20 and 21 the resu lts 01 the ex-

lation of rad iated sound power bases on

local concept aims to reduce the vibrations

at the sensor locations whereas the global
concept ach ieves it on a

~ virt ua l "

sensor

grid. This grid consists 01 13 x 20 points on
the panel , see Figure 19, where the normal
veloc ity of the pa nel is sequentially meas-

realize global vibrat ion reduct ion under TBl

By means 01 Matlab/SI MULl NK" and a
dSPACE" rapid prototyping system the dis-

Experiments

art icle: A local and agiobai conce pt. The

-------...

Figure 21: Radiated sound power reduction (local contraI:: concepr 1,
global contral = concept 2)

periments are shown . As expected, the vibration reduction of the global concept is
best. At certa in eigenfrequencies a reduction 01 lactor 15 (= -11.8 dB) is realized.
Thus, the inclusion of the scan point ve-

122 Hz, due to lack 01 controllability. In
these thi rds th e global concept attains the
best resu lts wit h a maxi mum reducti on of

-6 dB(A) compared to the open-Ioop case.

4 From multibody simul ations to
acousti c analysis
Introduction
Besides aeroacoustic issues disc ussed so

lar, the noise generated at the wheeljrailinterface is a significant acoustic source

as we il [16]. It unlortunately contributes to
the an noyance of ra ilway noise particular in

urban regions at low speed, see Figure 1.
As an addit ional aspect the work package
to present in the foll owing addresses an

aim 01 the NGT project that concerns improvements of the virtual design process
of railway vehicles. Modern engineering

development flows rely on the capability 01
pred icting properties of a specific product
lay-out in an ea rly stage and in a reliab le
and comprehensive manner.

Multi-body simulat ion in general and the
mu lti-body code SIMPACK initially invented at the DLR in the 1990's in particular
Rgure 22: ·Frog~ and an exampfe of the distribution of the structure borne sound intensity over
the wheel surface (frame from a time simulation)
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play an essential role in the initial design
phase of ra ilway vehicles in which conceptual issues are investigated . It is as weil

Acoustics

the state-of-the-art method in order to study
and optimize the running dynamics and
comfort of railway vehicles in details. How-

ever, acoustic issues CQuid not be adressed
so far by multi-body analysis. Firstly, this is
due to the fact that the va lidity of the used

by a linear combination of spatial mode
functions <I> = <I> (x) with time-dependent
modal amplitudes q = q(t), i. e. u = <I> q
[17]. As a consequence the normal velocity v = v(x" t) at the surface of the vibrating

multi-bady models is usually restricted to

body under consideration may be evaluated
as:

the very low frequency range. Secondly,
multi-body methodology is not prepared

V(X"t ) =

p~ (x,) q(t).

(1)

to eva luate acoustic measures in order to

assess a rai lway vehicle under consideration. As already presented (cf. RTR Special
- NGT: Running dynamics concept with mechatronic guidance) the fi rst topic has been
resolved in the course of the NGT project,
since wheel, raH and cantact models to be
used in simulations in the frequency range

where q(t ) is the vector of generalized
modal ve locities and P ~ (x.) the modal displacement normal to the surface at the position x JJ • These modal displacements may
also be taken from a modal analysis of the
underlying FE-model of the body.

up to 5 kHz have been introduced. Thi s

As a consequence of (1), the squared value

paper in particula r addresses the second
issue since the concept of an acoustic preprocessing tailored for multi-body analysis
is proposed that is based on the evaluation
of the sound power on the surface of vibrating elastic bodies.

of the RMS velocity :u 2 over a time interval
T can then be expressed as:

Concept of acoustic post-processing
The usual way to represent flexible bodies
in multi-body dynamics is a modal approach,
i. e. the deformation field u = u (x , t) at a
position x of a flexible body is described

T

.'(x"t) =

~ J qTiP~iP~q

P = a peS

:e,

where CI is the radiation efficiency, p the
density of the air and c the corresponding
sound ve locity. The power is usually expressed as power level, Le. as logarithm of
the ratio of the power and a fixed reference
quantity. The reader is referred to the corre-

sponding norms for details (e. g. EN 21683
in Europe).
A central point is that the modal decomposition of the velocity in (1) leads to a separation of the problems in time and space.
Consequently the integrations in time and
spatial domain in (2) and (3) may be performed independently. In particular the
computationa lly expensive surface integral
in (3), now denoted by A, can be evaluated
in advance and only once for a given flex-

(2)

(5)

o

Jv' ds =

Je.

(4)

ible body:

dt.

In addition the underlining operator is introduced now, wh ich is to be appli ed to v
specifying the corresponding mean value
over the surface S , Le .

= Je.

•

JiP~

iP ~ ds q.

Once a multi-body simulation has been per-

formed, the dynamics of the flexible body included in the model is known. It foliows that

(3)

the motion of every point on the surface of

The radiated sound power P for a vibrating
body is then given by [6J:

the vibrating bodies can be computed from
the time histories of the modal coordinates,
see (1). On this basis, the sound power on

]!'

5 s

qT

5 s

SlabTrack
- Second edition This second edition of the RTR Special Slab Track presents the continuing
development of systems and components together with exemplary
applications to you. The first edition in 2006 focussed on developments for
high speed rai!. In this edition the scope has been widened to Slab Track
Systems in the fields of Mass Rapid Transit (MRT) and Light Rail Transit
(LRT).

The renowned experts Dr. Edgar Darr and Dipl.-Ing. (FH) Werner Fiebig
give in an extensive survey a good introduction to this technically highly
complex offering a comprehensive insight into slab track technology.
By now slab track technology is used throughout the world as demonstrated
by the examples selected from Germany, Austria, India, China ete.
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Figure 23: Frequency content of the structure borne sound power level and main modal contributions as a tunetion of time

the body's surface (structure borne sound)
can be evaluated with very little additional
computational effert, see [18J for a more
detailed description cf the acoustic post-

eventually obtain, for example, the intensity
at the standard railway measurement position at a distance of 7.5 m.

processing.

The sound power level in Figure 23 is dominated by a peak between 2000 and 2200
Hz. The proposed post-processing scheme
also allows the modal contribut ion to be
studied in order to determine those eigenmodes wh ich are mainly responsib le for
th is peak, namely the modes no. 51 and
52, see Figure 23 on the right hand side.

Application example
The example scenario deals with a railway
vehicle running through a switch . The vehicle is driving at 20 mjs and the leading
wheel-set, the one mode lied as flexible, encounters the fail gap in the centre part of a
switch (so ca lied "frog", see Figure 22) at
t = 0.55 s. The rail gap, modelled as a discontinuity in longitudinal direction, causes
an impact ofthe wheel rolli ng Qver it; the induced vibration cf the wheel-set originates
impulsive noise.
The right hand side picture in Figure 22
presents an exemplary distribution of the
structure borne sound intensity over the
wheel suriace at one specific point in time.
It is not int ended for a quantitative analysis
but offers a va luable insight into the physical behaviour of the vibrati ng body.
Figure 23 shows the frequency cont ent
of the sound power level as a function of
time on the left. A sliding time window of
T = 0.125 s (denoted as "fast" in acoustic
measurement engineering) has been used.
It can be clearly seen that the noise due to
the impact of the wheel over the rail gap is
of very short duration and decays very rapidly. Note that the peak sound power level
is very high (> 90 dB). It must be stressed
again that this value does not refer t o a virtual receiver located somewhere near the
wheel but to the power on the surface. Assuming a unitary radiation efficiency, (T = 1
in (4), as known to be the case for railway
wheels above 1000 Hz, the decay due to
the propagation should be considered to
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The main comput ational effort to simulate
this application has been spent for the preprocessing, the FE modal analysis of the
wheel-set which took less than one hour
central processor unit-time on a modern 32
bit pe. The multi-body simulation and the
post-processing did not require more than
one minute cpu-time.
Finally it can be concluded that multi-body
simulation is capable of carrying out acoustic assessment of railway vehic les. This will
supplement tools currently used f or this
purpose . The presented methodology will
be applied for furt her optimisation tasks in
the course of the NGT projecL
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